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Abstract

In this paper, we present the Wikipedia Diversity Observatory, a project aimed to
increase diversity within Wikipedia content. The project provides dashboards with
visualizations and tools which show content gaps in terms of imbalances in the
coverage of topics, and of concepts that are not shared across Wikipedia language
editions. The dashboards are built on datasets generated for each of the more than
300 existing language editions, with features that label each article according to
geography, gender and other categories relevant to overall content diversity.
Through various examples, we show how the tools encourage and help editors to
bridge the gaps in Wikipedia content. Finally, we discuss the project’s impact on the
communities and implications for the Wikimedia movement in a moment in which
covering diversity is considered strategic.
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1 Introduction
Wikipedia is among the most extensive information repositories on the Internet that

are multilingual and created through a collaborative effort. Its prime objective is to

“give free access to the sum of all human knowledge,” Consequently, it exists in as

many as 309 languages distributed worldwide.

Even though the language communities make the projects grow on a constant basis,

the content does not represent the existing diversity in terms of peoples, places, and

cultures; furthermore, there is a gap between Wikipedia language editions and articles

often are not shared between them, sometimes remaining even exclusive to one lan-

guage edition [1].

Ever since 2006, Wikipedians created a page to denounce the “imbalanced coverage

of subjects and perspectives on the encyclopaedia” and called it systemic bias. As stated

in it, imbalances in the representation of topics and content gaps were primarily asso-

ciated with “most editors’ shared social and cultural characteristics.” This hypothesis

has been confirmed over the years as several studies proved the relationship between
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content imbalances and the lack of diversity in the community in terms of geography

or gender [2, 3] along with the implicit biases [4].

More largely, the topical coverage of Wikipedia is the result of the interplay of factors

including editors’ motivation [5], quality content preferences [6], personal ideologies [7]

and the policies that limit the acceptability of content [8, 9], among others. While the

contextualisation of content in a collaboration space like Wikipedia is inevitable, the

extent of imbalances and content gaps implies that Wikipedia is reflecting the struc-

tural and representative inequalities of our world, and given its influence, it can amplify

and deepen them [2, 10, 11].

From an academic perspective, Wikipedia offers the opportunity to understand

how contextual factors and biases shape the content. Building on this approach, we

present the Wikipedia Diversity Observatory, a project aimed to increase diversity

within Wikipedia content. Extending our previous work on identifying content re-

lated to a given cultural context [12–14], we developed a broader framework to

characterize content diversity along different dimensions, including geography, gen-

der, LGBT+, ethnic groups, and religious groups. On top of this computational ap-

proach, we developed a set of interactive dashboards to assist the communities in

assessing the gaps and imbalances in the content, and identifying actions to reduce

them.

The Wikipedia Diversity Observatory is an in-development system that is built

through different iterations, each of them motivated by the period feedback received by

the authors at different Wikimedia community events. The system is open for observa-

tion and invites everyone to engage in the development, in line with the ethos of the

Wikimedia Movement.

The purpose of this paper is to disseminate the project and its approach, results, and

impact on the communities. The main contributions are the following:

� proposing an iterative, open research approach to work with and for the Wikimedia

communities, to create solutions aimed at improving content diversity in

Wikipedia;

� extending our computational method to identify content gaps with respect to

underrepresented categories along different dimensions, including gender,

geography, ethnicity, and in all Wikipedia language editions;

� presenting a set of dashboards and tools to make the data and results easily

explorable and to provide actionable knowledge for the communities;

� showing through selected use cases how the visualizations and tools proposed can

be used in the daily work of the editors;

� documenting how input and feedback from the communities were integrated at

different project development steps and the impact of the proposed dashboards on

Wikimedia events and contests.

In the following section we provide background for our work, explaining what we

know about content gaps both from an academic and a Wikimedia community per-

spective (Section 2), then we describe the approach followed to create the dashboards

(Section 3), and illustrate through use cases the visualizations (Section 4) and tools

(Section 5) created. We further discuss community engagement in the iterative
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processes through which we developed our research and tools (Section 6). Finally, we

draw conclusions and lines for future research (Section 7).

2 Background
2.1 Knowledge representation and content gaps

Several studies showed that geographical factors influence the topical distribution of

content in Wikipedia language editions [13–20]. The geography gap means that some

areas of the world are poorly represented in Wikipedia, Wikidata and the other sister

projects [21].

Editors tend to edit about places near where they are editing [22, 23]. However, the

lack of connectivity (i.e. digital divide) and other factors prevent billions of people to

contribute to Wikipedia, or even to access it, which creates an uneven representation

of the world [24, 25].

In fact, the most active language editions tend to represent extensively the cultural con-

text where the language is spoken, dedicating articles to a variety of topics (i.e. their places,

traditions, language, art, popular culture, agriculture, biographies, etc.), but fail to ensure a

minimum coverage of the other languages’ related cultural and geographical context.

The content devoted by each language edition to its corresponding territories and cul-

ture has been defined as Cultural Context Content (CCC) [13]. Such content occupies

about a quarter of the first 40 language editions in the number of articles, with cases in

which it occupies over 44.2% (English) and others with as little as 9.0% (Dutch) [13].

Far from being a one-time event, the creation of CCC is sustained over time. Editors

create it regularly and often refer to it as “local content,” in opposition to the articles

that are expected to be in every Wikipedia language edition as notable global know-

ledge. Most language editions only cover local content related to areas that are geo-

graphically close, and still do it very partially (the culture gap) [13].

However, cultural aspects are also reflected in content at the in-article level, over-

representing some perspectives and overlooking others in biographies, historical events,

or politics especially depending on the Wikipedia language edition [26–28]. This also

happens in the coverage of images: Ahmed and Poulter [29] compared the coverage of

visual arts in different projects, including Wikimedia Commons, and found that Euro-

pean language editions of Wikipedia are generally more “Western” in their coverage

and Asian languages more “global.”

These gaps are also relevant because they may stem from disputes between national

identities and from silencing specific points of view in a Wikipedia language. It is, for

example, the case of the edit wars which took place in the renaming of the article of

the river Ganga/Ganges in the English Wikipedia; clearly, the conflict reproduced post-

colonial politics, and the outcome was only a matter of persistence and numerical

strength [30].

The representation of ethnic minorities in Wikipedia is also insufficient. Some studies

show the importance of engaging indigenous groups in Wikipedia, and at the same

time, its implicit challenges both regarding the context and even the definition of

knowledge [31, 32]. Initiatives and global campaigns like “Decolonize the Internet” are

looking into practices that can support marginalized communities to begin centring

their knowledge online [2].
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Possibly the most known kind of content gap is the gender gap.1 Even though it is

often depicted as a lower percentage of women in biographies [3, 34–36], other authors

have detected that it also affects the extent of meta-data, the language used to represent

women, and the visibility in the Wikipedia network structure [37, 38]. Less discussed is

the LGBT+ gap, which has been described in relation to topics as diverse as the fight

for rights, the culture, and the expression of sexuality in biographies. Wexelbaum et al.

[39] have studied the strategies Wikipedians deploy to bridge the LGBT+ gap and the

importance of Wikipedia as the most useful resource on the Internet to increase the

visibility of the corresponding content in many contexts.

2.2 Strategic direction and content diversity

In the past years, there has been a growing awareness of the need for increased content

diversity in the communities. The Wikimedia Foundation initiated a Movement Strat-

egy Process to understand the future priorities of the Wikimedia Movement. One of

the resulting two goals set for the 2030 horizon is to reach “knowledge equity”,2 which

implies to “counteract structural inequalities to ensure a just representation of know-

ledge and people in the Wikimedia movement.”

Community initiatives that go from conferences and global campaigns3 to online con-

tests have proliferated to coordinate efforts to bridge different kinds of gaps. In 2018,

Wikimania, the annual international conference, was held in South Africa with the

theme “Bridging the Knowledge Gaps – The Ubuntu Way Forward”4 to put emphasis

on Africa’s under-representation.

In parallel to these initiatives, tools to monitor different kinds of gaps in Wikipedia

content have started to be developed, especially for the gender gap [35]. Other content

gaps take longer to be measured because of their complexity, and gap monitoring tools

are not available yet. At the same time, some efforts are also being deployed in order to

create a general conceptual framework to classify gaps in Wikipedia both in the readers,

editors, and articles [40].

As of now, no project has aimed at both showing the gaps and providing suggestions

to bridge them so that editors can immediately act. Hence, we present the Wikipedia

Diversity Observatory as a project that creates a space for both scholars and Wikipedia

editors to identify and bridge content gaps. The main objective of this project is to ad-

dress the need to measure, characterize and monitor the coverage of underrepresented

groups of people, places, and cultures, and finally provide suggestions of top priority ar-

ticles to be created in specific languages in order to bridge content gaps.

We share the experience of having a unified site for all Wikipedia language editions5

based on a framework created to collect, process, expose and visualize data, providing

the code released under open source license.6 The project aims to integrate easy-to-use

1It should be noted that the term “gender gap” is sometimes used to refer to gender imbalance in the editor
community, where the proportion of women is estimated to be around 15% [33]. As in this study we focus
on imbalances in content coverage, in the following we will refer to gender gap in the content, and
specifically to imbalances in the coverage of biographies.
2https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Strategy/Wikimedia_movement/2018-20
3https://whoseknowledge.org
4https://blog.wikimedia.org/2018/02/05/wikimania-cape-town-ubuntu/
5The project visualizations and tools are available at http://wdo.wmcloud.org/.
6The project code is available at https://github.com/marcmiquel/wcdo.
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dashboards into the community’s daily activities to raise awareness by showing gaps

and proposing specific solutions.

3 Approach
3.1 Open research process

The Wikipedia Diversity Observatory7 originated as a community initiative supported

by a project grant to provide both valuable metrics to understand the current gaps in

any Wikipedia edition and actionable results that can help editors bridge them as part

of their wiki activities. This differentiates its approach from many projects created in a

company or organization with a “target user” and a user research approach. In our case,

the project proposal was approved thanks to support and endorsements from the com-

munities,8 with the promise of creating a space for collaboration and research on the

content gaps.

As stated in its Wikimedia Meta page, the Diversity Observatory page9 “is a joint

space for editors, researchers and all sort of contributors to study and fight against the

content gaps.” On the one hand, this means that, while the authors of this paper have

been behind the research and development, many volunteers from different language

communities are engaging in giving feedback on general aspects of content diversity,

and more specifically, on the use of and experience with the tools created. On the other

hand, this also means that all the content generated, code created, and data stored are

made available along with detailed instructions for anyone to be able to get involved10

and engage in tasks they would like to carry out.

We chose to develop this project following an open research model [41, 42] because

it is the most convenient approach to engage with the Wikimedia communities and

amplify its goals. These are: “raising awareness on Wikipedia’s current state of diversity

according to specific topics and categories” and “providing datasets, visualizations, and

tools to improve on it.” Each of them is tackled by an iterative process (Fig. 1) with

various phases and subphases that are encompassed in each iteration.

The first phase, dataset generation and analysis, is primary as it focuses on obtain-

ing and understanding the data related to diversity-related topics. Its research findings

are used to create the tools and visualizations in the second phase, dashboards devel-

opment. Then, community engagement is a central phase dedicated to confirming

the value of the research findings, generating new topics and questions, and under-

standing the needs of users when using the tools and listening to their specific

requests.

While this is presented as an iterative process, prior to the first iteration we need to

identify the different relevant communities and subcommunities and the types of gaps

they are interested in. We explain this in subsection Community Exploration (3.2), then

in subsection Dataset Generation and Analysis (3.3) we detail the main steps to gener-

ate data, and finally, in subsection Dashboard Development (3.4) we describe the visual-

izations created to understand the extent of the gaps, and the tools that provide lists of

articles to bridge them.

7https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Diversity_Observatory
8https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Project/Wikipedia_Cultural_Diversity_Observatory_(WCDO)
9https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Diversity_Observatory
10https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Diversity_Observatory#Get_involved
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3.2 Community exploration

As a first step, we needed to identify the Wikipedia communities active on each cat-

egory or topic related to possible content gaps in one or more language editions. This

would serve two purposes.

First, we would understand more about the topics that might be worth analysing in

the future, among those which are not covered spontaneously. While the Diversity Ob-

servatory started with a specific focus on the culture gap, learning about community

concerns for other content gaps led us to extend the scope of the project.

Second, we would recognize the specific communities or groups already working on

content gaps, understand their concerns and be able to let them know about the pro-

ject and contact them at later stages. As we explain in Section 6, community engage-

ment is an essential step in the development of the project, considering that the

Diversity Observatory is a space for both researchers and activists and the need for in-

put from diverse Wikipedians is valuable to define the problems, refine the analyses,

and create the visualizations and tools that suit them.

For this initial community exploration, we took a look at the Wikimedia project

“Meta-Wiki”.11 This is the global community site for the movement projects for coord-

ination and documentation. There we found the pages for the different projects and

user groups aimed at bridging specific gaps. We looked specifically at the editors’ level

of engagement, the way they coordinate, and the terminology and categories they em-

ploy to refer to the gap.

Considering only the formal groups (user groups) listed in the Wikimedia movement

affiliates page,12 we found 6 groups with gender as the main theme, 1 dedicated to

LGBT+, and 1 to Indigenous Languages. Many others address geographical and culture

gap as part of their scope, focusing on specific geographical and cultural contexts. Some

others focus on general encyclopedic topics such as medicine, maths, and cartography.

Gender groups like Les sans pageES,13 WikiWomen,14 and Art+Feminism15 are

aimed at bridging the gender gap, and centre their efforts on creating biographies of

women, among other activities (Fig. 2). With regard to the geography gap, we realized

that it is never mentioned directly nor addressed as a whole by user groups, but seg-

mented into specific territories. For example, increasing the quantity and quality of the

articles about Africa are the goals of the group and project named WikiAfrica.16

Fig. 1 Wikipedia Diversity Observatory open research process phases

11https://meta.wikimedia.org/
12https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_movement_affiliates
13https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Les_sans_pagEs
14https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/WikiWomen%27s_User_Group
15https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Art%2BFeminism_User_Group
16https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/WikiAfrica
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In fact, we also realized that when groups focus on a particular territory, they also

tend to include articles about their cultural context content and address the culture

gap and the geography gap at the same time. For example, the global contest “Asian

Month17” is celebrated in 60 Wikipedia language editions, and it sets the rule that all

the articles created within the event should concern an Asian country. In the resulting

lists of articles created after this year’s edition of the contest, we see biographies, tem-

ples, towns, music bands, traditions, among many other topics. The same thing hap-

pens in the CEE Spring contest, in which the language editions corresponding to the

Central and Eastern European countries create articles about each other’s cultural con-

text. Sometimes, the gender-focused groups of editors participate in these contests and

arrange parallel more specific competitions, such as to create 100 biographies of

women from Asia.

Similarly, the gaps in articles about biographies and culture of ethnic and indigenous

groups are usually addressed by the groups geolocated in an area that includes the cor-

responding territories, sometimes being this their entire scope (e.g., Wikimedians of

North American Indigenous Languages User Group18), other times as a part of their

activity (e.g. Wikimedia Canada19).

Fig. 2 Wikimedia user groups whose unique or primary focus is the gender gap

17https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedia_Asian_Month
18https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedians_of_North_American_Indigenous_Languages_User_Group
19https://ca.wikimedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_communities_outreach
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Concerning LGBT+ related content, there are both a user group20 and a portal21 in

39 language editions aimed at classifying all the articles and projects related to LGBT+,

including biographies, identities, culture, among others.

3.3 Datasets generation and analysis

Once we had a good understanding of the main gaps communities have detected and

are organized to work on, we needed to identify and store the relation between each of

the categories relevant for diversity and the articles.

As a first step, we designed a method in which each article is characterized according

to features that can determine whether it belongs to a relevant category for diversity

(culture, gender, place, etc.). Categories like gender, sexual orientation, religion or eth-

nic origin are straightforward, as they can be traced to Wikidata semantic relations

structured as properties and items. For example, Elton John in Wikidata has the prop-

erty sex or gender assigned to male and sexual orientation to homosexuality.

Instead, associating an article to a language’s cultural context (i.e. as part of the local

content) requires a more sophisticated method. In this case, we do not only use Wiki-

data properties and Qitems, but also information stored in the articles, considering that

in many languages the information available is richer than in Wikidata - especially for

articles related to the cultural context. We use a variety of features based on the article

title, category, and links graph structure, among others, to label each article according

to the possible relationship with territories where the language is spoken and to the

peoples that inhabit them. A detailed description of these features is presented in [13].

As a second step for the cultural context content, we introduce all of these features

into a machine learning classifier to obtain the final selection of articles belonging to a

language’s context, following the approach described in [14]:

� Classifier: Random forest classifier with negative sampling (as we did not have a

representative set of negative items, the classifier was trained to distinguish positive

from random articles).

� Training data: Groundtruth of articles having features that strongly and reliably

associate them to the language’s cultural context (e.g. geolocation, keywords in the

article title, strong Wikidata properties like “country of birth”).

� Testing data: All articles having at least some weak features associating them to

the language’s cultural content.

We performed a manual assessment of the results for 10 diverse language editions,

retrieving 200 random articles from each of them (100 classified as positive and 100 as

negative by the algorithm). For all 10 languages, precision was between 93% and 100%,

and recall between 94% and 100%.

We employ a similar approach for topics related to LGBT+ and topics related to eth-

nic groups. The resulting datasets are available in different formats (e.g., Sqlite3 and

CSV)22,23 and are computed regularly.

20https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_LGBT+
21https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:LGBT
22https://wdo.wmcloud.org/databases
23https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.Fig.share.7039514.v3
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As a third step, based on the dataset produced for each Wikipedia language edition,

we created a database24 with monthly data and metrics on content diversity and

gaps.25 This consists of some basic statistics for groups of articles representing content

associated with a language, a territory at different levels of granularity (e.g., Europe,

Southern-Europe, Italy), or other categories relevant for diversity in the overall content

(e.g., gender), and their intersections with one another and with larger groups of arti-

cles (e.g., an entire language edition, or articles created during the past month).

3.4 Dashboards development

Finally, building on the database with all the articles related to each category

relevant to diversity, and on the database with the statistics, created dashboards

with visualizations and tools. These are updated on a regular basis to allow for

comparison of the extent and coverage of specific groups of articles (e.g., content

related to the culture associated with a given language or territory, articles geolo-

cated within a given region, or biographies of people having specific characteris-

tics such as gender, ethnic group, religion or sexual orientation) across language

editions. While the visualizations allow one to monitor the progress in bridging

the gaps between language editions, the tools provide specific lists of articles and

other content suggestions to foster the creation, improvement, and exchange of

content.

Visualizations are pages dedicated to showing different kinds of content gaps and

their measure across language editions:

� Culture Gap26,27 illustrates how well each Wikipedia language edition covers the

CCC from the other language editions and how well each Wikipedia language

edition’s CCC articles are spread across languages.

� Geographic Gap28 illustrates how well each Wikipedia language edition covers all

the existing geolocated articles categorized according to the different geographical

entities (country, subregion, and world region).

� Gender Gap29 illustrates the gender gap in Wikipedia language editions content at

an article level, taking the number of biographies as a proxy.

� Ethnic Groups Gap30 illustrates coverage of ethnic groups Wikipedia language

editions content based on biographies of people belonging to different groups and

topics that relate to the cultural context associated with each ethnic group.

� Religious Groups Gap31 illustrates the gap in coverage of religious groups across

Wikipedia language editions, taking into account people’s biographies with a

religious group affiliation.

� Last Month Pageviews32 illustrates the distribution of pageviews in the previous

month for the different categories of diversity in each Wikipedia language edition.

24https://wdo.wmcloud.org/databases/stats_production.db
25https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Diversity_Observatory/Sets_intersections_and_increments
26https://wdo.wmcloud.org/ccc_coverage/
27https://wdo.wmcloud.org/ccc_spread/
28https://wdo.wmcloud.org/geography_gap/
29https://wdo.wmcloud.org/gender_gap/
30https://wdo.wmcloud.org/ethnic_groups_gap/
31https://wdo.wmcloud.org/religious_groups_gap/
32https://wdo.wmcloud.org/last_month_pageviews/
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� Diversity Over Time33 illustrates the creation of content belonging to the different

categories of diversity over time. It depicts both the accumulated articles and the

new articles created on a monthly basis.

� Recent Changes Diversity34 shows the list of recent changes,35 the most recent

edits made to pages, according to the different categories relevant to diversity.

� Tools are pages that contain actionable knowledge to help editors bridge the gaps:

� Top CCC Diversity Lists36 allows retrieving lists of top priority articles about any

language edition’s related cultural context or any other diversity category and checking its

availability in any Wikipedia language editions to identify missing articles to be created.

� LGBT+ Articles37 allows retrieving LGBT+ related articles from any Wikipedia

language edition and check their availability in a specific Wikipedia.

� Ethnic Groups Articles38 allows retrieving articles related to ethnic groups from

any Wikipedia language edition and check their availability in a specific Wikipedia.

� Time Articles39 allows retrieving articles with time properties in Wikidata about all

kinds of topics and check their availability in a specific Wikipedia. You can search

any topic and filter by particular features, e.g., articles with most interwiki from

specific centuries.

� Common CCC40 allows consulting a list of articles related to more than one

language CCC at the same time. In other words, it allows one to retrieve articles

that could belong to more than one cultural context.

� Missing CCC41 allows consulting a list of articles that could and might need to

exist or be extended in a language CCC, as they are part of that language’s context,

and instead, they only exist in other Wikipedia language editions.

� Incomplete CCC42 allows assessing the completeness of a list of articles from a

language edition introduced manually by the user, or of a “Top CCC Diversity List”

by comparing it to the versions of the articles in other language editions.

� Search CCC43 allows searching for articles in a Wikipedia language edition

according to different categories relevant to diversity, also through the use of

keywords, and see their availability in other language editions.

� Visual CCC44 allows searching for missing images (visual gaps) in the articles of a

Top CCC list or a list of articles specified by the user, which are used in the other

language editions’ versions of the article.

4 Visualizations
Since the Diversity Observatory database categorizes all the Wikipedia language edi-

tions articles according to different types of gaps, we can visualize them both trans-

versely and longitudinally.

33https://wdo.wmcloud.org/diversity_over_time/
34https://wdo.wmcloud.org/recent_changes_diversity/
35https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Recent_changes
36https://wdo.wmcloud.org/top_ccc_articles
37https://wdo.wmcloud.org/lgbt+_articles
38https://wdo.wmcloud.org/ethnic_groups_articles/
39https://wdo.wmcloud.org/time_articles/
40https://wdo.wmcloud.org/common_ccc_articles
41https://wdo.wmcloud.org/missing_ccc_articles
42https://wdo.wmcloud.org/incomplete_ccc_articles
43https://wdo.wmcloud.org/search_ccc_articles
44https://wdo.wmcloud.org/visual_ccc_articles
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4.1 Culture gap coverage and spread

For example, in the dashboards dedicated to the Culture Gap (CCC Coverage and CCC

Spread), we can see, on the one hand, how well each Wikipedia language edition covers

the CCC of the other language editions, and on the other hand, the extent of all lan-

guage editions’ CCC in every Wikipedia language edition. For example, in Fig. 3, we

can see the number of articles from Javanese CCC that exist in other language editions.

It appears that Indonesian (id) and Dutch (nl) language editions are the ones that best

cover Javanese CCC (the first one with more than 32 k articles, and 83.4% of the entire

Javanese CCC, and the latter one with over 17 k articles, which equates to a 45.7%).

The results from these two languages can be explained by the linguistic overlap (Java is

a region of Indonesia, where both Javanese and Indonesian are spoken) and the colonial

power that Netherlands exerted in Indonesia until 1949. The following languages are

Malay, which could be explained by the millions of Javanese descendants who were

born or immigrated to Malaysia, and English, the international language that tends to

have the highest coverage for most topics, including other languages’ CCC. The colour

of the bars account for the different overall sizes of the corresponding languages:

English is depicted in yellow as it contains more than 6 million articles; Dutch in purple

as it includes around 2 million articles; Indonesian and Malay are depicted in blue as

they have a much lower overall number of articles (555 k and 345 k articles, respect-

ively). In this way, while the graphic is not normalized and shows the absolute number

of articles from Javanese CCC covered by each language edition, colours help the

reader put this quantity in relation to the overall size of a language edition.

In Fig. 4 we can see a treemap graph which shows the extent occupied by CCC from

each language in the Dutch (left) and Indonesian (right) Wikipedia (considering only

articles belonging to CCC from some language edition). In the Dutch Wikipedia, its

own CCC takes 6.62%, English CCC 7.72% and Javanese CCC only 0.88%. In the Indo-

nesian Wikipedia, we see that the Indonesian CCC takes 21.68%, the English 11.4%,

and the Javanese a 5.94%. Therefore, we can see that the extent CCC from other lan-

guage editions takes in every language depends on the proximity, but also on the over-

all size of the language and the original number of articles in that language CCC.

While the treemap graph allows one to intuitively see how much the representation of

each cultural context takes in a given Wikipedia (i.e. it is based on the “extent” percent-

age), the coverage percentage is also reported in each cell, to indicate the proportion of

a given cultural context in content. For example, in Fig. 4 we can see that the English

CCC is the largest in the Dutch Wikipedia, yet only 7.5% of it is covered.

Fig. 3 Interactive barchart showing the number of articles from Javanese CCC that exist in other Wikipedia
language editions. The colour indicates the total number of articles in those language editions
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4.2 Geography gap over time

In the dashboard Diversity Over Time, we can see the creation of articles for one or

more diversity categories in multiple language editions over time. We can choose

whether to compare a specific entity (geographical entity like continent or subcontin-

ent, gender or language culture) and a group of language editions or a group of entities

for a single Wikipedia language edition. In Fig. 5, we see the creation of articles geolo-

cated in Sub-Saharan Africa over the past 12 years in five of the largest Wikipedia lan-

guage editions. While on the left graph, we see the growth in the absolute number of

geolocated articles; on the right graph, we see the relative value, normalized by the total

number of geolocated articles in each language edition. We can see that Sub-Saharan

Africa occupies a maximum of 1.2% of the articles with a geolocation tag in these lan-

guages editions, with the highest value for the French Wikipedia. It is important to note

that despite having dedicated the Wikimania 2018 conference to the lack of articles re-

lated to Africa, we hardly see an impact on geolocated article creation, as the percent-

ages remain stable.

4.3 Gender gap in pageviews

In the dashboard Last Month Pageviews, we can see a series of comparisons between

the distribution of articles and pageviews for the diversity-related categories geography,

CCC and gender. This way, we can understand whether a specific category receives a

higher proportion of pageviews than the proportion of articles it occupies in the

Fig. 4 Interactive treemap shows CCC’s extent and coverage from other languages in Dutch (left) and
Indonesian (right) Wikipedia language editions
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language edition. This is precisely the case for the gender gap (Fig. 6). These stacked bars

show the gender gap in biographies, first in the number of articles and second in the num-

ber of pageviews these have received. For this particular graph, we selected the first ten

languages in the number of editors. We can see that in all cases the proportion of page-

views men receive is lower than the proportion of articles, which indicates that despite

women have fewer biographies, they receive in average more pageviews (e.g. 81.4% for

men biographies in English Wikipedia, and 69.4% for the pageviews they received).

5 Tools
While the visualizations help to depict the situation, the tools point out specific gaps

and provide suggestions for editors to act on specific topics. We will illustrate two cases

to show how dashboards can help bridge the culture gap.

5.1 Case 1: culture gap (Top CCC Diversity Lists): sharing the topics related to the

language context across language editions

The Top CCC Diversity Lists45 help editors discover valuable articles from each lan-

guage’s cultural context and immediately see their coverage by other language editions.

Since the Top CCC Diversity Lists are associated to a language of origin, they address

specifically the culture gap in the lack of articles about that language’s related topics.

Still, they can also be combined with other diversity categories like gender and geog-

raphy, or even to topics like music, monuments, folk, among many others. There are

lists for each of the topics of the various Wikimedia community programs and events

that follow the pattern “Wiki Loves X”, where X is Earth, Music, etc. Editors can re-

trieve articles specific to their interests, check their relevance, and choose an article to

translate or adapt to another language edition.

In Fig. 7, we see the Top 500 articles from Yoruba CCC dedicated to women ac-

cording to their number of edits (first column on the left) and their availability

in Catalan Wikipedia depicted as red links or empty spaces for missing articles,

blue links for articles which already exist (last column on the right). The

remaining columns provide selectable article features such as the number of

Fig. 5 Monthly evolution of the overall number of articles geolocated in Sub-Saharan Africa in the German,
English, French, Dutch and Russian Wikipedia, in absolute numbers (left) and normalized by all geolocated
articles (right)

45https://wdo.wmcloud.org/top_ccc_articles/
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editors, length in bytes, number of languages in which it exists, among others.

With more than 20 different Top CCC Diversity Lists for each language edition,

any editor can verify the degree of coverage of the most relevant articles about

every other language cultural context and some topics and bridge the gaps. Some

additional dashboards show how well a specific language edition covers all the

Top CCC Lists from every other language and how well their own lists are

spread across other languages.

5.2 Case 2 culture gap (Missing CCC): representing the topics related to one’s own

language context using content from larger language editions

While the Top CCC Lists are useful to assess the coverage of diversity in the rest of the

language editions, we observed that minor language editions do not sufficiently

Fig. 7 Interactive table showing a list of articles on women biographies related to Yoruba culture, sorted by
the number of edits in the Yoruba Wikipedia. It shows the availability of each article in other language
editions and points to the corresponding article in Catalan; when not existing, a red link points to a page
to be created

Fig. 6 Interactive stacked bars showing the gender gap in both the number of articles and in pageviews
for the top 10 languages in terms of the number of editors
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represent their own cultural context, from their places to relevant public figures, their

traditions, etc. This may typically derive from a small or scarcely active language edi-

tion community, and from contextual barriers to editing. In order to address this issue,

the “Missing CCC” dashboard allows editors to search for articles that relate to their

cultural context and exist only in larger language editions so that they can create the

corresponding articles in their own language edition.

For example, the African language of Wolof is indigenous from Senegal, where it is

the most spoken language, and it is also spoken in Mauritania. Surprisingly, Wolof

Wikipedia has articles dedicated to the Scottish football coach Alex Ferguson, the

American president Ronald Reagan, and the Italian theatre actress Anna Rita Del Piano,

but none dedicated to the current president of Senegal and long-time politician Macky

Sall. Although the existence of these articles may depend on the initiative of just some

specialized editor, the contrast with having no article dedicated to such an important

figure as the current president is striking.

When using the Missing CCC tool to search for articles from the Senegal con-

text that are missing in Wolof Wikipedia, we find Macky Sall article in the 7th

position of the results. This article exists in 48 language editions, including English

(Fig. 8). Possibly, the creation of articles in the Wolof Wikipedia is partly following

a Western view of which topics deserve to be included in an encyclopaedia, thus

under-representing what may be relevant to Wolof readers. The results provided

by the Missing CCC tool allow editors to identify articles that exist in other

Fig. 8 Interactive table showing a list of biographies related to Wolof culture, existing in other language
editions and not in Wolof
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language editions, sort them by relevance and identify those that may deserve more

urgently being created.

5.3 Case 3 culture gap (Visual CCC): illustrating the topics related to one’s own language

context using pictures from other language editions

We have seen that while every language is more likely to represent its CCC bet-

ter than the other language editions, this is not the case for many small Wikipe-

dia language editions. The dashboard Visual CCC allows selecting a Top CCC list

or providing a list of articles for a Wikipedia language edition and then obtaining

a table with the most used images across the different language editions in which

these articles exist. You can then filter out the images your language edition is

already including for the list of articles and find those valuable images that are

not used. For example, in Fig. 9, we can see a list of Top CCC articles for Alba-

nian CCC sorted by the number of editors who edited them. The first result is

Ismail Kadare, a renowned Albanian writer whose article exists in 59 language

editions. In 23 language editions, they include his personal signature in the art-

icle, which is missing in the Albanian language version of the article. A picture

of him reading a book is included in 54 language editions but missing in the Al-

banian one. This tool provides a direct and straightforward way to find visual

gaps and bridge them.

Fig. 9 Interactive table showing a list of articles on Albanian Top CCC and the images that are missing in
the Albanian version of the articles and exist in other language editions
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6 Community engagement
In this section, we share the different “lessons learned” from the project development,

specifically in regard to how we engaged with diverse Wikipedia communities to design

solutions that addresses the needs of any Wikipedian willing to bridge the content

gaps.

In the first subsection, we explain the general community needs we identified

throughout the different interactions with the Wikimedia community members (6.1).

In the second subsection, we detail the insights we obtained from each of the main iter-

ations that have been fundamental to extend the data framework and build the tools

and visualizations (6.2). Finally, in the third subsection, we reflect on the development

trade-offs and limitations implicit to the approach we followed (6.3).

6.1 Community needs

Community engagement is presented as one central point in each of the two inter-

twined processes, as it is a phase of validation of the current iteration and definition of

the following one. This phase involves presenting the new research findings, tools, and

visualizations in various formats as varied as a conference talk, an edit-a-ton workshop

or video-call interviews. In the past 2 years, there has been a good deal of dissemination

events.46 In return, it is expected that other community members express their opin-

ions, interests, understandings, and experiences to nurture the Diversity Observatory

discourse or tools.

Each of these interactions and collaborations with other community members is es-

sential to collect feedback in the same exact scenarios in which the tools will be used.

Requests for features or improvements on the User Interface have been common.

Other community members’ expectations are usually set on learning and improving the

tools, but always in the most transparent and incremental manner - the “wiki-way”.47

Community engagement has both the function of “generative research” and “evaluative

research” [43]. Generative to find new opportunities (e.g., requests for inclusion of new

diversity categories or new features and visualizations), and evaluative, to validate

current elements of the tools and refine the current approach.

This latter is essential at the levels of clarifying the discourse (framing the problems

and simplifying the language), prioritizing some analysis (showing the key aspects of

the problem), and making the tooling (improving its functionalities and usability). The

feedback provided at each interaction is documented and shared across the different

active members of the Observatory. The repetition of themes, requests, or concerns

and the complexity and associated costs are key to decide the focus of the following

iteration.

From the different conversations all over these years, we have identified that other

community members needs can be classified into five different groups:

� Understanding the situation and progress for a specific kind of content gap

(situation and progress)

46https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Diversity_Observatory#Disseminations_timeline
47https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/The_wiki_way
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� Being able to compare different Wikipedia language editions’ coverage of some kind

of content gap (comparison)

� Obtaining discourse and graphical material to explain it to others

(communication)

� Distinguishing the value in a content gap, i.e., which article should I create

(prioritize)

� Bridging content gaps more easily and being more efficient at it (efficiency)

6.2 Main iterations

The project Wikipedia Diversity Observatory has been developed in three different

phases since 2018. We will briefly explain the outcomes presented in each of these iter-

ations, the venues where they were presented and asked for community engagement,

and the most common feedback received during these interactions.

6.2.1 First iteration: culture (2018–2019)

In this first iteration, the project was focused on studying Cultural Diversity (its original

name was Wikipedia Cultural Diversity Observatory). The goal was to collect the “local

content” of each of the more than 300 Wikipedia language editions and create a tool to

retrieve lists of relevant articles. In this way we aimed to validate the research results

from previous studies [12, 13] with more language editions and raise awareness on the

need for increasing cultural diversity, providing some quantitative indicators as it was

done for the gender gap.

In the first community interactions, we presented some data tables, simple visualizations,

and the first version of the “Top CCC” lists in the regional African communities’ confer-

ence Wikiindaba48 (Tunis, Tunisia), the Central and Eastern European communities’ con-

ference Wikimedia CEE49 (Lviv, Ukraine) and Wikimania50 (Cape Town, South Africa).

6.2.1.1 Website approach validation The idea of dividing the website into “visualiza-

tions” and “Tools” was rapidly validated by community members. This way, the first

would address the needs of understanding the situation and progress, allowing for com-

parison and providing evidence, while the second would be focused on organizing ac-

tion by providing lists of high-priority articles.

6.2.1.2 Top CCC lists usefulness The Top CCC articles lists were embraced by Afri-

can communities, given that the lists of relevant articles (e.g., Vital articles51 or List of

articles every Wikipedia should have52) manually created by Wikipedians in English

Wikipedia or Meta-wiki tend to over-represent the Western world.

By having lists of relevant articles according to different criteria but always centred

on each cultural context, it was now possible to convince every other language to cover

cultural diversity more easily. The discovery was that 127 Wikipedia language editions

48https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/WikiIndaba_conference_2018
49https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_CEE_Meeting_2018
50https://wikimania2018.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimania
51https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Vital_articles
52https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_articles_every_Wikipedia_should_have
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did not even contain 100 articles geolocated in their corresponding territories or 100

articles on their cultural context.

6.2.1.3 Exporting the lists The Top CCC article lists were used in the annual contest

CEE Spring53 (March, 2019) to select the articles for the 2019 edition. The contest en-

courages the different languages of the region to create articles about each other’s con-

text, including geography, culture, and people. Some Wikipedians pointed out the need

for flexibility in providing ways to export the lists to Wikitext or Excel format, so that

Wikipedians are able to use them within their daily work.

These were easy upgrades to the tool that were addressed along with some new lists.

The Observatory was used to create lists of articles for every country from which par-

ticipants could choose.54 Rather than directing participants to the website, they pre-

ferred having the lists integrated as tables in the contest page in the Meta-wiki.

6.2.1.4 Creating “Common CCC article lists” One of the participants to the CEE

Spring 2019 contest requested to have a list of articles including common aspects of

the whole region or at least common to a few countries. This gave place to the tool

“Common CCC”,55 which allows searching for articles belonging to the local content of

two or more language editions at once.

6.2.1.5 Monitoring changes over time Community members who participated in the

CEE Spring 2019 and in Intercultur 201956 found the analyses of cultural diversity

coverage as something interesting, but observed that without the possibility of monitor-

ing their evolution over time, the metrics were not encouraging progress.

6.2.1.6 Integrating further categories Among all the Wikipedians who used the tools

and were inquired to give their opinion about the project, there was consensus on the

request for understanding the intersection between gender and cultural contexts, as

well as other topics.

6.2.2 Second iteration: gender, geography and minoritized languages (2019–2020)

In the second iteration, the main goal was to address the temporal dimension of the

analyses and to expand the data for including gender and geography. We improved the

repertoire of visualizations in the Observatory, adding “Diversity Over Time” and dedi-

cated dashboards on gender and geography.

In matters of discourse, we made an important effort to disseminate the value of con-

tributing “local content” and not only cover content from other language editions. In

this sense, we presented guidelines57 giving examples and reasons to create “local con-

tent,” a chapter on its importance that would be published in the Wikipedia 20 anniver-

sary book.58

53https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_CEE_Spring
54https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_CEE_Spring_2019/Top_CCC_articles
55https://wdo.wmcloud.org/common_ccc_articles
56Intercultur is similar to CEE, but in this case, it focuses on the Iberian Peninsula and its language
communities.
57https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Diversity_Observatory/Guidelines
58https://wikipedia20.pubpub.org/pub/26ke5md7/release/15
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6.2.2.1 Creating the “Missing CCC dashboard” One of the lessons learnt from the

previous iteration was that many language editions do not cover their own local con-

tent. This inspired the creation of the Missing CCC articles lists, which provide articles

about a language’s cultural context that exist in other Wikipedia language editions.

These articles lists were very suitable to Indian Wikipedias, which in 2019 organized a

contest named “Project Glow”59 (formerly Project Tiger). This contest originally used

lists of topics provided by Google that were generated using the list of local queries in

the search engine.60 However, sometimes the resulting topics could be considered

popular (e.g., a smartphone new model) but not necessarily relevant to their context.

The Missing CCC articles lists created in 14 Indian languages were provided to the par-

ticipants to help them identify relevant missing articles that existed in English or other

larger Wikipedias.

6.2.2.2 More granularity in time analysis After several discussions at the Wikimania

2019 (Stockholm), it appeared as necessary to be able to have a finer granularity in the

analysis than the one provided by the “Diversity Over Time” dashboard. This dashboard

was useful to evaluate the impact of the previous Wikimania 2018. However, beyond

seeing the distribution of new articles created in the last month, as allowed by the tool,

Wikipedians wanted to monitor the edits in the last 24–48 h. This would encourage the

creation of the “Recent Changes Diversity” dashboard.

6.2.2.3 Language-based dashboard Another requested improvement was to have the

possibility to configure one language-based dashboard for their language, including all

the analyses of interest. This appeared as a valuable add-on to the website, after the Di-

versity Observatory was presented at the regional conference WikiArabia (Marrakech,

Morocco).61 This language-based configurable dashboard would be a valuable step for-

ward in terms of usability, that has not been implemented yet but should be

considered.

6.2.2.4 LGBT+ and ethnic groups Some underrepresented groups like LGBT+ and

ethnic groups were recurrently in the focus of debates at the Wikimedia Movement

Strategy 2030 conversations dedicated to uncovering possible actions and plans to in-

crease diversity62 in the movement. The degree of organization around these groups is

lower than for gender or geography. The requests for including them in the Observa-

tory were aimed at increasing the visibility of these topics and raising awareness on the

barriers that prevent their coverage.

6.2.3 Third iteration: LGBT+, ethnic groups and time (2020 - current)

In the third iteration, the main goals were to expand the framework and complete the

main topics including LGBT+, Ethnic groups and time, as well as providing new dash-

boards and features and other improvements to address the needs detected in the pre-

vious iteration. The analysis of data on the additional topics would be more

59https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Project_GLOW
60https://analyticsindiamag.com/google-glow-indian-native-languages-wikipedia/
61https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_State_of_Cultural_Diversity_in_Arabic_Wikipedia_2019.pdf
62https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Strategy/Wikimedia_movement/2018-20/Working_Groups/Diversity
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experimental, as the research on it is scarcer and the level of engagement of the com-

munity lower.

6.2.3.1 Ethnic groups data is incomplete We found that data on ethnic groups is in-

complete for an extensive and accurate selection of all the content related to them.

However, we could still achieve a collection of articles that may serve as a reference

point for comparison. Building on this data, we created dashboards like “Ethnic Groups

Topic Articles,” where biographies or more general topics around each group are listed

as a starting point for bridging content gaps across languages. This would be especially

useful for events like the “International Roma Day edit-a-thon”.63

6.2.3.2 LGBT+ content and categorization For the LGBT+ content, we collected all

the biographies with a non-heterosexual orientation. Also, we collected all the articles

that were categorized as LGBT+ in at least one language edition. For the Wikimedia

LGBT+ editors, not only it matters that LGBT+ content exists, but also that it is cate-

gorized as such.64 In fact, only 93 Wikipedia language editions have the “LGBT” related

category.65 We created the dashboard “LGBT+ Articles” which provides a way to re-

trieve articles related to LGBT+ and sort them according to the number of languages

in which they are categorized as such. The feedback received in online events was

positive.

6.2.3.3 API request During 2020, community engagement was reduced to online edit-

a-thons, and the conversations were mostly focused on different aspects of the use of

the tools. We collected some specific requests around their integration in Wikipedia

language editions and within other existing tools. For example, enabling third-party ap-

plications via data API was requested to update specific metrics in Wikipedia pages

using bots. Tools like Fountain tool66 used in the contest Asian Month67 to count the

number of articles or Bytes added during a contest would also benefit from querying

the Diversity Observatory API to be able to see the diversity of articles created. Gener-

ally, addressing editors’ needs does not only imply making the dashboards more usable,

but also providing ways to incorporate metrics and knowledge into other tools and

spaces.

6.2.3.4 Diversity in Wikimedia education Identifying content gaps is relevant to

those organizations of the movement that are aimed at fostering partnerships or intro-

ducing Wikipedia as part of the education system. For example, in the last quarter of

2020 we were contacted by the Wikimedia Foundation education department to create

three modules that would be used to explain how to read and edit Wikipedia in the

classrooms. We created in the teaching materials a specific section called “Diversity

Observatory”,68 encouraging the creation of local content, and translated it to English,

63https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/International_Roma_Day_Edit-a-thon_2020
64https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_LGBT_studies
65https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:LGBT
66https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Fountain_tool
67https://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viquiprojecte:Asian_Month
68https://diff.wikimedia.org/2021/04/02/a-three-module-teachers-guide-about-reading-wikipedia-in-the-
classroom-is-now-available-on-commons/
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Spanish, Arabic, and Tagalog. Along with other texts, the module “allowed teachers to

reflect on the importance of cultural representation online, the challenges in accessing

sources of information, and building community knowledge responsibly.” As of April

2nd, 2021, more than 7000 teachers engaged with the content of the program by acces-

sing the resources and joining live training sessions.

6.3 Development trade-offs

Prior to every new iteration, we acknowledged the different development trade-offs.

Most typically, the question is between addressing the new opportunities (generative

research) and addressing the improvement of the tooling (evaluative research). In the

first iterations, we prioritized fulfilling the requests for expanding the analysis on more

topics (e.g., gender, geography, LGBT+, ethnic groups, time, etc.) rather than aiming at

giving a polished end-product.

We took note of every usability issue and potential new functionalities. Still, we fo-

cused on uncovering the advantages of having one framework to measure the different

content gaps, considering that there are some specialized tools for gender. Even though

there are always potential new topics, the Diversity Observatory addresses all the topics

of interest of the non-geographical Wikimedia user groups69 (e.g., Wikimedia LGBT+,

Gender-related, etc.)

Focusing on developing the framework has been a conscious choice on this particular

trade-off between exploring new data and polishing the product. Similarly, when ana-

lysing the data in the search for valuable insights, we also preferred exposing many of

the visualizations on the website as a matter of openness. The feedback we received

allowed us to discard some of them. We realized that the website not only plays a role

in providing solutions or insights, but is also an experimental space to invite other

community members to reflect on content diversity.

We have noticed that this approach may overwhelm some users, who expect a fin-

ished product instead of a research prototype. However, this is a cost for staying open

to everyone’s feedback, which is important when we are all still learning from the data

and what is valuable to Wikipedians. In the future, given that the main topics are

already covered and analysed, we expect that it will be possible to reduce the complex-

ity of analyses and metrics to those few that users find particularly valuable.

7 Conclusions
As the Wikimedia movement strives to increase diversity as part of the strategic goals

for 2030,70 the Wikipedia Diversity Observatory is a research project that provides tools

and recommendations to bridge content gaps, either by encouraging editors to enrich

the representation of their cultural context, by suggesting relevant content from other

cultural contexts, or by fostering the creation of biographies about women and minority

groups.

We have presented a novel idea leveraging research in the field of Digital Humanities

to foster content diversity in peer production. Based on the research on the contextual-

isation of Wikipedia and its current biases, we built a comprehensive technical

69https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_movement_affiliates
70https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Strategy/Wikimedia_movement/2018-20/Recommendations/
Recommendations
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framework to help communities assess content imbalances and take action to reduce

them. Language communities differ in their maturity with respect to content diversity,

as they have different levels of awareness of the content missing, and of capacity to

organize and create it [44]. The Diversity Observatory provides solutions to each of the

304 active Wikipedia language editions, regardless of their community size and current

capacity.

One important step in our approach has been continuous community engagement in

order to understand the level of involvement and coordination with respect to specific

underrepresented categories. While the gender gap receives a lot of attention and has

several Wikimedia affiliates in different languages dedicated to it as their primary focus,

the culture and the geography gaps tend to be addressed in a more segmented way,

such as within contests aimed at covering content about specific territories. We believe

that community engagement is essential to work close to the needs and mindset of the

editors that are committed to bridge content gaps.

We have shown through several examples how the dashboards available on the pro-

ject’s website can assist editors in their daily work to improve diversity coverage in

Wikipedia. In particular, we have illustrated how the visualizations can help to under-

stand and assess the culture gap (4.1), the geography gap over time (4.2) and the gender

gap in pageviews (4.3), and how the tools provided can help to identify and bridge the

culture gap through lists of relevant articles to be shared across language editions (5.1),

lists of relevant articles (5.2) or images (5.3) associated with a culture or territory, and

missing in the corresponding language edition.

Furthermore, we have accounted for the iterative process through which the develop-

ment of the dashboards was driven by input and feedback received from the communi-

ties. We have provided a discussion of the main issues and requirements raised by the

communities at different iterations, and of the impact of the dashboards on events and

contests.

7.1 Future steps

Leaving aside all the improvements uncovered on the dashboards, one area that has

not been approached yet by this project is the study of the causes for the lack of diver-

sity in content and its relation to the lack of diversity in contributors. We know little

about the different contexts from which editors contribute, and the barriers they have

to overcome in order to do so. While this project is focused on creating a cartography

for the content, it could benefit from investigating the different barriers and factors that

influence contributor diversity. This would help to explain imbalances in both commu-

nity capacities and content diversity, because the best guarantee that all human know-

ledge is collected in Wikipedia would be to have a fair and balanced representation of

humanity in the movement and its communities.
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